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On the Plausibility of
Corporate Crime Theory
John Braith11•oite ttnJ Brent Fisse

The Australian Nat ional Univer:-ity wa:- graced wit h a lively
series of seminar:-, in IYH6 in which DonaiJ Cressey prescnt·.:d his
lat est thought!'> o n white-colla r c rime. The first vo lume of A ch·once.\
in Cri111inological Thc,on· publi shed the mo st striking cont ribu tion
from those presentat ions. "The Poverty of Theory in Corporate
Crime Re searc h." One of u:-, suggested to Cressey in IYX6 that we
might submit a critique of his paper to Ac/1·ann's in Crilllino/ogical
TheoJT. in the hope that we mi ght replicate the stimu lat ing exc hange at those Canbe rra se minar:-,. His tragic death int erve ned anJ
we abandoned the idea. Now we suspec t this wa:-, the wrong
dec isio n.
Th ere is a sense in whic h "The Povert y of Theory in Corporate
Crime Resea rch " is a c ritique of the younger Cressey by the oiJe r
Cressey. In characteri stic st yle, Cressey catalogued the faili ngs in
his earlier work on ju ven ile gangs. La Cosa Nostra "families,''
prisons. a nd corporatio ns. The failing he attributed to his you nger
self was that of treating organizati ons as if they were unitary
persons.
Donald Cressey was a great criminologist. He had his infl uence
because he was majestically conte ntious, unreserved ly iconoclastic. No o ne revered Edwi n S uth erla nd more tha n Donald Cressey:
yet in "The Poverty of Theory in Corporate Crime Research."
IS
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being "unthinking." "assaulting his
corporations. Some
is revealed in John Laub's oral history.
Cressey perceived his influence on crimigetting people going on things. I like to go in

st;rted and stirred up. Then I leave it and let
about the details" (Laub. 1983:161.
at his provocative best in his last article. in which
the mischief of attacking both the younger Cressey
Sutherland for failing to be true to the promise of the
But if we are to reap the true harvest of
· intellect, we do not have to take one side or the other:
nPr'. vvr must perceive the dialectic between the younger and the
playing our part to enliven this dialectic. we cannot but be
k by the ironies of Cressey's intellectual history. Sutherland's
nrr•nr·v was in important ways a reaction against the psychological

"cendancy in criminology during his lifetime. Cressey's great
heoretical contribution was to build on differential association in a

cay that transcended the emrty theoretical divisions between psyhology and sociology. His masterly presidential address to the
Jacific Sociological As!-.ociation thirty years ago staked out the
hallenge for criminological theory !Cressey. I%01. This was to
lcvelop a theory that exrlained not only why some individuals
·ngaged in more crime or different kinds of crime from other
ndividuals. but also why some structural contexts show higher
rime rates and different crime patterns than others. Cressey was
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Research" is to call into question seven assumptions that are
common in corporate crime research:

I. Corporations are like real persons.
Corporations act.
3. Corporations have intentions.
4. Corporations have legal and ethical responsibilities.
5. Corporations can commit crime.
6. Corporations can suffer from punishment.
7. The same theory can be applied to individual and corporate

°

criminals.

It is also imrortant to understand what Cressey uid not want to
S<ty. As a matter of public policy he did not want to abandon the
"legal fiction" that corrorations are rersons because "this legal
fiction is essential to fairness" (Cressey. 1988:341. If corporations
were not assigned the legal characteristics of person~. no one could

sue them or make contracts with them. He also rather equivocally
concclies the practical necessity of holding corporations criminally
liable !(Jr wrongdoing perpetrated by their executives, given that
the~e executives are "masters at u~ing the corporak form to mask
their misbehavior" ( 1988:36). Our contention will be that corporate
criminal responsibility is Llefensible as more than just an expcuient
legal liction. Second. we will defend the position that sound scientific theories can he ha~ed on a foundation of corporate action. and
that some theories of individual action can also usefully be aprlied
to corporate action.

!ecades ahead of his time in formulating criminology's agenda for

ntegrating micro and macro levels of analysis. He was frustrated in
ris lifetime by the failure of his criminological peers to pursue
ntegrated micro-macro explanations, and rarticularly frustrated by
he crude methodological holism of most of his sociological contem'oraries. This frustration, we suspect. led Cressey to adopt more
·xtremist methodological individualist positions in order to jolt and
1rovoke us. Only Don Cressey could give a speech entitled "Everyrody's Wrong" (Colomy. 1988:256). So let us be provoked in the
10pe that we will ultimately find the individualist-holist synthesis
or which Cressey himself yearneu.
The thrust of "The Poverty of Theory in Corporate Crime

Corporations Are Like Real Persons
Cressey's contention here is that "anyone who tries to understand white-collar crime is severely handicapped by the fiction that
corporations are disembodied political, social and economic persons who behave just like ordinary men and women'' (1988:34).
Cressey correctly points out that first, corporations can do many
things individuals cannot: "They can buy and sell each other
legally. as though the 'person' being sold were a slave" (1988:34).
Because the makeup of a corporation is different from that of a
human being, it can Llo things that are not humanly possible, such
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to adult in a year. securing immortality.
the corporation is less than a person: it

Corporations Act

'·''Y'"""goal-seeking behavior.
c:,S<mte;hilosophical debates about what the theoretically relevant
nces and similarities are between individuals and corporaitions· have been difficult and perplexing, Peter French ( 1984. 19861

In adopting the view that corporations do not act. that only
individuals act. Cressey not only questions the idea of corporate
crime but casts doubt on the whole enterprise of organizational
sociology. Cressey shares the methodological individualism that
Hayek formulated as follows: "There is no other way toward an
understanding of social phenomena but through our understanding
of individual actions directed toward other peclple and guided by
their expected behavior" ( 1949:6).
Methodological individualism as advocated by Hayek t 19491 and
Popper ( 19471 amounts to an ontology that only individuals are real
in the social world. while social phenomena like corporations are
abstraction.s that cannot be directly ob:;erveu. This ontology is
spurious I Lukes. 1973). The notion that individuals are real. observable. flesh and blood. while corporations are legal ficticms is false.

,,_cu 11 u;o 11, , that corporations are moral persons because they mani-

Plainly. many feature:-.

',ur1exce 1oti<JOa,ble. Many of us have been guilty of
(tfc1 rmetll !ness of the fundamental differences between
-, - human beings under the seductive influence of the
i£ llangu:"ge of corporate personhood. But this does not
there are no ways in which corporations and human
""'"""'· What matters is whether there are some theoretsimilarities. For some purposes. we can usefully
dividual human conduct as rational goal-seeking behavior.
purposes. we can usefully model corporate conduct '"

,,.,,

r:c,;'o
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intentionality. while many other phiklSLlphers contend that

or (Orporation:-. are Oh!->ervahle (their a~:-.ds.

racturics. deci!-.ion-making procedures). while many

feature~

or

much more than a capacity to act intentionally i~ required for moral

individual:-. are not (for example. personality. intention. uncon-

personhood lOan-Cohen. 19~6: De George. 19~6: Laud. 1%6: Donaldson. 19~2. 1986: May. 19861. Corporations clearly have a different metaphysical status from individuals: being formed for limited
purposes. they do not h3ve the ~ame ~latus as ends in themseh·e .. .,
as do human beings (De George. 1986:601. Corporations are not
moral persons in the sense of enjoying all of the rights that human
beings properly enjoy, such as a right to life (Ladd, 19861. But we
do not have to regard corporations '" moral persons to hold them
responsible for their actions.
The important question for criminological theory is not whether
corporations are moral persons but whether corporations are capable of criminal action and whether they can properly be held
responsible. A theory of criminal responsibility need not and should
not depend on the metaphysical status of moral personhood. Our
task is to develop a theory· of what it means to be criminally
responsible. and then to ask whether corporations are capable of
the kind of action that that entails. But first we must ask whether
corporations can act at all, something that Cressey called into
question.

scim" mind) teL McDonald. !9X7L Both individuals and corporations are tlc!lncd by· a mi,\ of ohscrvable and abstracted characteri~tic~.

Clillurd Gecrtz contends that "the Western conception or the
per!'lon a:-. a bounded. unique. more or \cs:-, integrated emotional and

cognitive universe. a dynamic centre

or awareness.

emotion. judg-

ment. and action organized into a di~tinctive whole ... is a rather

reculiar idea within the context of the world's cultures" ( IY~3:5Yi.
Reflecting upon his anthropoklgical fieldwork. Gccrtz cites Balinese
culture, wherein

it is dramatis personae, not actors, that endure or

indeed exist:

Physically men come and go, mere incidents in a happenstance history.

of no genuine importance CVt!O to themselves. But the masks they wear.
the stage they occupy. the parts they play. and. most important. the
~rcctaclt.: they mount

remain. and comprise not the rac;ade but the

substance of things. not kast the selL Shake~peare's old-trouper view
or the \'anity or action in the face or mortality-all the world's a stag~.?
and we are but poor players, content to strut our hour. and so on-
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Yl1<>Ve:m<!nls of molecules. At all of these levels of
is blinkered because the whole is always
of the individual pans; in each case there is a
upon reductionism Ill study how the parts interact to
In the case of organizations. individuals may be the
nn<>rtllnl pans. but there are other pans. as is evident from
with manifest routines that operate to some extent inde·'.u'""'Y of the biological agents who flick the switches. Organiare ··socio-technical"" systems (Emery. 1969). not just
ggrel~ati0!1S
of individuals. More crucially. however. organizations
1
>>c.nn:>ist of sets of expectations about how different kinds of pmbshould be resolved. These expectations are a sediment of the
idual expectations of many past and present members of the
organization. But thev are also a product of the interpior among
individuals" views. The interaction between individual and shared
expectations. on the one hand. and the organization's environment.
on the other. continually reproduces shared expectations. In other
words, an organization has a culture which i!', transmitted from one
generation of ore.anizational rok incumhents to the next. Indeed.
the entire per~onnel or an organization may change without reshaping the corporate culture; this may he so even if the new incumbents
have personalities quite different from those of the old.
The product~ of organizations are more than the sum of the
products of individual actions: while each member of the board of
directors can "vote" for a declaration of dividend. only the hoard
as a collectivity i' empowered to declare a dividend. The collective
action is thus qualitatively different from the human actions that. in
pan. constitute it. "Groupthink" (Janis. 197:~1 and the group riskyshift phenomenon (Wallach, Kogan. and Bem. 1964) also illustrate
how collective expectations can be quite different from the sum of
individual expectations. A number of psychological studies suggest
that group decision making can make members of the group willing
to accept stupid ideas or hazardous risks that they would reject if
making the same decision alone (but see Janis and Mann. 1977:423).
Cressey underpins his questioning of the concept of corporate
criminal liability by suggesting that organizations do not think.
decide. or act: these are all things done by individuals. So we are
told that it is a crass anthropomorphism to say that the White
House decided upon a course of action. or that the United States

-
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declared war. Instead we should say that the president decided and
that the president and a m<\iority of members of Congress decided
10 go to war. If saying that ""the White House decided" connotes
that "the White House" would decide in the same way as an
individual person. then we are certainly engaging in anthropomorphism. Yet people who decode such mes"1ges understand that
l)n.wnization!', emit Uecisions just as individual:-. do. hut that they
re~1 ch these decisions in a rather different way. They fully accept
that "the White House decided" is a simplification given that many
actors typically have a say in such decisions. Nevertheless. it is
probably less of a simplification than the statement "the president
decided." lntked. it may he fanciful to individualize a collective
product. The president may never have turned his mind to the
decision: he may have done no more than waive hi:-. ro\ver to veto
it. or he mav have delegated the dcci~ion totally.
Similarlv: it mahc:-. llll)re :-,en~e to :-.ay that the UniteJ State:-. has
declared ~var th;m to say that the president and a majority of
Con!.!res~ have JeciJed to do so. A declaration of war commits
man.v more inJiviJuaJ:... and physical resource:-. to purrosive soci~d
acti<;n than the individuals who voted for it: it commito the United
State:-. as a whok to war. and many intlividuaJ:... outside the Congrcs:-. participate or acquic:'\Ce in making the commitment:

A man Joe~ 1w1 have to <H.!.r~c with hi~ goVt:rnmcnt·:-. act:-.\~) :-.ee him:-.cif
emhoJieJ in them an\ more than he ha:-. to approve of hi:-. own act:-. to
acknowlt.:d!..!.L' that he. ha:-,. ala:-.. performed them. It j:-, a qu\!:-.litHl or

immediacy~

or 1.!:\pCril.!ncing

what the stale "do~:-." a:-. prm:ecJing llatu-

raiJy from a familiar anJ intelligihlc ""we" !GeertL. 1973:3171.

The temptation to reduce such decisions 10 the actions of individuals is widespread. as in the suggestion. once common, that wars
be settled by a fistfight or duel between the prowgonist heads of
state.
The expression "the White House decided"" is a social construction: as a matter of social construction. the same organizational
output mi\!ht be expressed as "the president decided"" or .. the
aJministn~ion decided"" or "the United States decided" or .. the
president gave in to the decision of the Congress ... Equally, the
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There is no make·bc\ieve: of course player~
not, and it is the latter. the performed rather

really matters ]Geertz.

19B3:62].

the individual person with the land in Australian
·res. where a particular rock can be part of an
of oneself. provides another example at odds with
n of bounded unitary individualism. Even within the
. tradition it is difficult to accept that individuals.
are characterized by a bounded unitary conJ.~ttc>>· As Hindess ( !988) has pointed out. decisions made by
as well as those made by corporations have a diffuse
un<Jtn;g; they represent the product of "diverse and sometimes
1fti<:ting objectives. forms of calculation, and means of action."
the sober John Smith expresses remorse at the way John
behaves when he is drunk. this disassociation of self illusthat the individual is not such a unitary self (Goll'man.
971:113). When scholars speak of defending some of the alleged
sins of the younger Cressey against the older Cressey. they can
fracture the unitary conception of this individual without questioning that Cressey was capable of action.
The polar opposite to methodological individualism is the methodological holism of the early European sociologists. notably Emile
Durkheim. For Durkheim. "the individual finds himself in the
presence of a force [society] which is superior to him and before
which he bows" ( 1966:1~3). From this perspective. the collective
will of society is not the product of the individual consciousness of
members of society (Durkheim. 191 I). Quite the reverse: the individual is the product of social forces.
Both the crude methodological individualism of Hayek and the
crude methodological holism of Durkheim are unpersuasive. It is
just as constricting to see the sailor as the navy writ small as it is to
see the navy as the sailor writ large. It is true to say that the activity
of the navy is constituted by the actions of individual sailors. But it
is also true that the existence of a sailor is constituted by the
existence of the navy. Take away the institutional framework of the
navy-ships, captains, rules of war, other sailors-and the notion
of an individual sailor makes no sense. Institutions are constituted
by individuals, and individuals are socially constituted by institu-
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tions (Giddens, 1979. I984). To conceive of corporations as no more
than sums of the isolated efforts of individuals would be as foolish
as to conceive the possibility of language without the interactive
processes of individuals talking to one another and passing structures of syntax from one generation to another.
Irving Thalberg and others have suggested that ··it would be
absurd to say that corporations could act even though all human
beings have perished" (May. 1983:79-80). In fact it is not absurd.
If all humankind perished in a nuclear war and preprogrammed
missiles of the U.S. Army continued to be launched. why could we
not describe their launching as an action of the U.S. Army (see also
Dan-Cohen. 1986: Held. 1986)'-' Thompson points out that part of
the genius of modern organizations is their capacity to perform
tasks of spectacular complexity when set against the rather ordinary individual talents of the people involved. This genius can be
understood in terms of the composition of these individual talents
into a corporate system. To look for the answer as a simple sum of
individual genius is to commit a ··fallacy of division" !Thompson,
1986: 117).

Equally misguided is a sociological determinism that grants no
intentionality to individuals. that sees them as wholly shaped by
macrosociological forces. Sociological functionali~m. as champi·

oned by Durkheim, indulges this absurdity. Mesmerized by the
achievements of evolutionary theory in biology. the functionalists
J;tiled to recognize that human beings are capable of reflecting upon
causal laws and engaging in purposive social action that does not

conform to those laws or, indeed. that is intended to defeat them.
We may readily agree with Durkheim that each kind of community
is a thought world that penetrates and moulds the minds of its
members, but that is not to deny the capacity of individuals to
exercise their autonomy to resist and reshape thought worlds.
All wholes are made up of parts; reductionism can be a nearinfinite regress. Psychological reductionists can argue that the
behavior of organizations can only be understood by analyzing the
behavior of individual members of the organization. Biological
reductionists can argue that the behavior of individuals can only be
understood by the behavior of parts of the body-firing synapses in
the brain. hormonal changes, movement of a hand across a page.
Chemical reductionists might argue that these body parts can only
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. . .. i~ a social construct (what amounts to
mg
.
h"
some is "muddling throug
or perhaps even
· .1·0 n" for others). To talk of indi vidual decision s as
a d ects
.
.
collective decisions as fictiOn s. as Cressey does . ts to
of
. I
.
the inevitabilit y of soc ta constructton at any level of
~-

In many circumstances the social construct ion "the White Hou~e
decided" will be a workable one for analyuc purposes. This does
not mean that we should treat thts as the only accurate description
of what happened an y more than we should accept "the president
decided" as the real description of what happened. Indeed. the
social control of corporate crime depend s on understanding how
those invol ved with a crime soc iall y construct the responsibl e
individuals or collectivity. The ke y to unlocking the control of
corporate crime is granting credibility to mul tipl e social constructions of respons bilit y. ami in vestigating the proce sses of generati ng
and invoking the se social constructio ns: as Geertz has explained.
"lhJopping back a nd forth betwee n the whole conceived through
the parts that actualize it and the parts conceived through the •vhole
that motivat es the m. we see k to turn them. by a sort of int ellectual
perpetual mo tion, int o explications of one another ·· ( 1973:317).
Social theory and legal theor y are thus fnrced to stake out
positions between indi vidu ali sm and holism. The task is to explore
how wholes are created out of purposive indi vidual action . and how
intli vidual action is constituted and constrained by the struc tural
realities of wholes. Thi s explorati on extends to how responsibilit y
for action in the context of collectivities is socially constructed by
those involved as well as by outsiders. Moral re sponsibilit y can be
meaningfull y allocated when conventions for allocating res ponsibilit y are shared by insiders and understood by outsiders. Metaph ysics about the distinctive , unitary. irreducible agency of individuals
tend to obstruct analysis, as do metaphysics about the special
feature s of corporateness. As elaborated in the following section.
the moral respon sibilit y of corporations for their actions relates
essentially to social proce sses and not to elusive attribute s of
personhood ; as Surber ha s indicated, the issue is ··more a matter
of what we consider moral responsibility to be. rather than what
sort of metaphy sical entities corporations may turn out to be"
( 1983:81 ).
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Corporations Have Intentions

Cressey contends that. because corporation s are not real persons . they cannot have intentions; intention is something unique to
hei ng a person . While it is obviously true that corporations lack the
ca pac it y to entertain a ce rebral menta l state of in tentionalit y.
corpo ra tio ns ma nifest their ow n s pecia l kind of intent ionalitYcorporate policy. Peter French identifie s the Corporate lnte;nal
Decision Structure of corporations as a license of the sort requireJ
to redescribe certa in co rporate action s as intentional. To be intentiona l. just one of an y nu mbe r of true redescription s of the behavior
need involve intentional ity. Hence. the Jepositing of mone y in a
hank ca n be redesc ri hed in a variet y of purely mechanical ways . as
well as in at least one intentional fo rm . A Corporate Inte rnal
Decision Structure in vo lves ( I l an organizational system nf stations
and levels o f dec ision-ma kin g. antl (2) a ~et of Jecision/action
recognition rules of two types: procedural and policy. "These
recognition ru les provitle the tes b that a decis ion or action was
made for corpora te reaso ns wi thin the corpo rat e decision structure" (Frenc h. 1986 :22 ). Frenc h applie~ a Wittgensteinian ( 1975:39)
distinct io n: the organizational structu re suppl ie s a grammar of th e
corpora ti o n ·~ decision ma king. and the recognition rules prov ide
its logic.
The co n cept~ of corporate polic ies and procedures Jo not express
mere ly the intentionalit y of a co mpany's Jirectors. officers. ot·
em ployees . hu t they project the itlea of a distinctly corpora te
strategy:
It will he ohjcctcd that a corporatinn·~ rolicic~ reflect onl y the current
of it~ directors. 1:3ut that is certainly not logically necessary nor is
Jt 111 rractice true for most large corporations. Usuallv. of cou rse . the
original incorporator~ will have organized to furthe ; their individua l
interests and/or to meet goals which they shared. l1:3utl even in infancy
the melding of disparate interests and purroses gives ri ~e to a corporate
lo_ng range r oint of view that is dist inct from the intents and purposes
o f the collec tion of incorr orators vieweJ individually 1Fre nch . J9g4:45~oals

46j .

. While we accept French 's accou nt of a special corporate kind of
Inte ntionalit y that courts ca n sens ibly recognize. one does not have
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hold corporations blameworthy or responwill turn 10 thi' in the next section. But
with Cressey"s claim that unless behavior is
be explained:

ridiculow. for criminologisb to try to explain criminal

was not

intend~J

a:-. it i!-. for judges to try to determine

a fictitious person has an evil slate of mind I IYX~:4Xl.
corporations cannot intend actions. none of their criminality

explained in the framework of behavioral theory

l198~:4Hl.

1[oso,cral psychological theory can make sense of behavior that i; not
it ordinary crime !-oUCh a:-. fcllmy murder or a white-collar
such as restraint of trade.' l'abe advertising. or unfair labor
practices l19XX:46J.

,;,,,,.,ndi'>l. be

Yet we know that psychological theories can and do explain
behaviors that, instead of being iillentional. are negligent or unconscious or a retlex .. 'IIH.I if we move from micro to macro levels of
explanation. intent a~ an essential ingredient of social explanation
becomes even more suspect. An explanation of the Great Depression is not likely to be found by searching for people who intended
it. So we must dismi"is out of hand the :-.uggestion that because
corporate behavior ~...umot be intentional. it cannot be explained.
Corporations Have Legal and Ethical Responsibilities
Cressey considers talk of corporate citizenship, of corporate
social responsibility. of a social contract imposing ethical and legal
obligations on corporations as anthropomorphism. Good consequences might ftow from people being deluded into accepting such
fictions, but they are still anthropomorphisms. However, it is not
clear why we can only talk of individuals <b having responsibilities.
Thus, De George, who does not believe that corporations are moral
persons, can still argue that corporations are nevertheless subject
to moral rules and are to blame for breaking them:
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It suffices to recognize that a:-. human creations which arc used by
human being:-. for certain end:-. and which can be said to act. corporatinn:-. have the statu:-. of moral actors. A moral actor is sul"Ucct to the
moral law and one can correctly evaluate such an actor's actions from

a moral point of view IDe George. JY::-:0:03!.

What. then. is a 'ensihle formulation of corpmate moral r'esponsibility or blameworthiness"' Blameworthiness requires essentially
two conditions: first. the ability of the actor to make decisions;
second. the inexcusable failure of the ac!Or to perform an assigned
task. Herbert Simon ( 19651 has defined a formal organization as a
··decision-making structure."" Under this definition. a formal organization has one of the requirements for blameworthiness that a
mob. ror example. does not have. We routinely hold organizations
responsihle for a decision v..'hen and because that Uecision instantiates an organizational policy and instantiates an organizational
decision-making process that the organization ha:-. chosen ror it:-.elf.
A decision maUe by a rogue individual in Uefiance or corporate
policy (incluUing unwritten corpnrate policy) tl1 undermine corporate goals. or in flagrant disregard of' corporate Uecision·rnaking.
rules. i:-. not a decision for which the organization is morally
re:-.pon">ible. This is not to say. ho\\Cvcr. that \ve cannot hold the
organization rcspon~iblc if the intention of individuals is other than
to promolt.! corpl1rate goals and pnlicie~. It may be that two indiviJuab. A and B. hold the key to a particular corporate decision. A
decides what to support because of a bribe; her intention is !(}
collect the bribe rather than to adv·<Ulce corporate goals. B decides
to support the same course or action out of a sense of loyalty to A,
who is an important ally and mentor: his intention is rormed rrom a
consideration or bureaucratic politic~ rather than corporate goals.
Even though the key individuals do not personally intend to rurther
corporate policy by the decision. it may be that they cannot secure
the acquiescence or the rest of the organization with the decision
unless they can advance credible reasons as to why the decision
will advance corporate policy. If the reasons given are accepted
and acted on within the corporate decision-making process. then
we can hold the corporation responsible irrespective of any games
played by individual actors among themselves. It is not just that
corporate intention (the in,tantiation or corporate policy in a deci-
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) is more than the sum of individual intentions; it may have
little to do with individual intentions.
Blameworthiness also requires an inexcusable failure to perform
an assigned task (Goodin, 1987). Any culture confers certain types
of responsibilities on certain kinds of actors. Fathers have responsibilities not to neglect their children. Doctors bear special responsibilities in the giving of medical advice. Just as fathers and doctors
can be held to di!Terent and higher standards of responsibility by
virtue of role or capacity, so it is possible for corporations to be
held to different and higher standards of responsibility than individuals because of their role or capacity as organizations (Goodin.
1987).
It is not a legal fiction for the Jaw to hold corporations responsible
for their decisions: in all cultures it is common for citizens to do so.
When the Jaw adopts these cultural notions of corporate responsibility. it does more than reflect the culture: it deepens and shapes
the notions of corporate responsibility already present in the culture. The Jaw can clarify the content of what we expect corporations to be responsible for. Thus. the law can require large chemical
companies to be responsible for an inventory of all hazardous
chemicals on their premises. a responsibility not imposed on individual householders. More fundamentally. the law is not only
presented with the cultural fact that a corporation can be blamed:
the Jaw. more than any other institution in the culture. is constantly
implicated in reproducing that cultural fact. Thus. the Roman Jaw

corporation has the capacity to change its goals and policies and to
change the decision-making processes directed at those goals and
policies. For these reasons the concept of corporate intentionality
defies equation with feline or digital brain waves.
Corporate intentionality does not exhaust the range of relevant
fault concepts. We can blame actors for things done deliberately.
where the actor does not want or intend harm, but is quite deliberate about being willing to run the risk of harm. In practice, the
predominant form of corporate fault is more likely to be corporate
negligence than corporate intention. Companies usually are at pams
not to display any posture of inattention to legal requirements; on
the contrary, compliance policies are de rigueur in companies that
have given any thought to legal-risk minimization (Bruns, 1985:
Sciamanda. 1987). Corporate negligence is prevalent where com-

tradition of treating corporate persons as fictions and the Germanic

Carbide for the Bhopal disaster (perhaps because of failures of
communication within the organization about safety problems
abroad). but higher standards of care are expected of such a
company given its collective might and resources (Walter and
Richards, 1986). Thus. where a corporate system is blamed for
criminogenic group pressures, that blame is directed not at individual actors but, rather, at an institutional setup from which the
expected standards of organizational performance are higher than
the standards expected of any personnel (Cooper, 1972). As Donaldson has observed in the context of corporate intelligence:

realist theory that Jaw cannot create its subjects (that is. that
corporations are preexisting sociological persons) both overlook
the recursive nature of the relationship between law and culture
(French, 1984:35-37). Corporations are held responsible for the
outcomes of their policies and decision-making procedures partly
because organizations have the capacity to change their policies
and procedures. Thomas Donaldson I 1982:22) has pointed out that,
like corporations, a computer conducting a search and a cat waiting
to pounce on a mouse are making decisions and are even doing so
intentionally. We grant moral agency to the corporation and yet not
to the cat or the computer for two reasons, according to Donaldson.
First. the corporation, like the individual human being and unlike
the cat. can give moral reasons for its decision making. Second. the

munication breakdowns occur. or where organizations suffer from

collective oversight. Does corporate negligence in such a context
amount merely to negligence on the part of individuals'.' It may be
possible to explain the ca11.H'S of corporate wrongdoing in terms of
particular contributions by managers and employees, hut the attribution of ji/1/II is another matter tShaver. IY85i. Corporate negli-

gence dtl~S not nece~sarily reduce to individual negligence. A
corporation may have a greater capacity for avoiding the commis-

sion of an offense. and for this reason it may be that a finding of
corporate hut not individual negligence may be justified. \Vc may
he reluctant to pass judgement on the top executives of Union

Corroration!'l can and should have access to practical and theoretical

knO\vlccJgc which Llwarfs that of individuals. When \Vestinghou!,e Inc.
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usc in nuclear power generating plants. it
to consider tens of thou~ands of
be

able to weigh their likelihood accurately.
arc they to be handled'.' How

occur'.1 How

How should human systems interface with
Good intention:-, for Westinghouse arc not
must have. in addition to gooU intcntions.

"ellige,nce /IYX2: 125/.
may thus be argued. can be blamed and held
for intentional or negligent conduct. Michael

"'"'•·'h'e

further by arguing that organizations are para-
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he may find that in general neither students nor teachers have a
it means to use the passive versus
the active voice. Unconsciously. they understand how to choose
between them-more precisely. they have '"practical consciousness'" but not '"discursive consciousness'" of the choice !Giddens.
IY7Y. 19~41. The lack of intentional individual actilln in making
these choices makes the blaming of teachers or students problematic. Yet it might be quite reasonable for blame to be directed at the
English Curriculum Branch of the Education Department. Conscious awareness of the distinction between the active and the
pa"ive voice is widespread throughout the branch because it is.
after all.thejob of the hranch to a!lend to such matters and to raise
L·onscious understanding of what

the consciousness of teachers and students. It may thus make sense

the org.aniLation have all the capacitic~ that arc- stanto g.rounU autonomy-vis .. capacities for intelligent
t it abo ha.., them to a degree no human can. Thu~. ror
a large corporation ha:-, a\"ailah!c anU can make u ... c of far mon:
:irnnation than one indiviUual t.:an. Moreover. the corporation i:-. in
"immortal"' anJ :-.o ht:tler able Ill hear rc:-.ron~ihilit} for ih
than human'">. who:-.c sin Jie:-. with them [ IY):-;7:~ IY-20].

docs

to lay collective blame for social action produced unintentionally.
even unconsciously. hy all the individual actors. Apart from the
ju:-.tice our campaigner may rerccive in blaming the English Curril>
ulum Branch rather than the students or teachers. she might conclude that change is more likely to be effected hy collective blame.
This raises the issue of colkctivc action and deterrent efficacy. as
discu~sed in the section after next.
Corpore~tions

rarltCIJ,

Can Commit Crime

corporation!-! lack human feeling~ and emotions. but thi~

disqualifies them from possessing the quality of autonomy.
'"'···· ,,. - contrary, the lack of emotions and feelings promote ... rather

rational choice. and in this respect the corporation
iir1de:ed be a paradigm responsible actor !McDonald. 19871.
are other difficulties with the view that corporate respon"""''ltv amounts to merely an aggregation of individual responsibility. Repeatedly in organizational life. individual actors contribute
to collective decision-making processes without being conscious of
the totality of that process-each individual actor is a part of a
whole, which no one of them fully comprehends. Indeed, even that
part that an individual contributes may be unconscious.
Consider the predicament of the campaigner for clearer writing
who is concerned about the way children learn an excessive use of
the passive voice when they should use the active voice. Our
activist wants to allocate blame for the way children leave school
with ingrained habits of overusing the passive voice. Empirically.

If' \"-'C can accept that corrorations have ethical and legal rcspnn'>ihilitics. that corporations can act. and that corrorations can be

held blameworthy fm their actions. then corporations can commit
crime. \Ve have also argued that corporate intentionality is a coherent idea. havin~ both similarities to and differences from the idea

of individual i;tentionality. But one does not have to believe in
corporate intentionality. as Cressey suggests one does. in order to

accept that corporations can commit crime. Intention is not the
only basis for allributing fault for corporate action; further possible
bases of corporate fault include recklessness. negligence. and '"wilful blindness" (Wilson. 1979). There is no no~el7y in this point.
With individuals. mens rea does not mea·n simply intention: it
encompasses a panoply of fault concepts. Similarly. we have argued
that it is unnecessary to accept the philosophically controversial
Idea that corporations are moral persons in order to justify holding
corpc>rations criminally responsible. Held puts this position nicely:

. .

in CnmJPO
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.delines for the actiOns of corporatiOns as we need
recommen d gu l
guidelines for the actions of individual persons l lSlX6: 17H ].

Put another way . no modern societ y can afford a ~ri~i ~al. l;J.w
that communicates the message that, so long as we avo1d •ndtv1dual
fault. there is no need to worry about corporate fault. Equally. no
societ y can afford a criminal law that commu nicates the message
that. so long as the corporation is kept in the clear. we need not
worry about individual fau lt on the part of actors in corpor~te roles.
What is needed is a crimi nal law that inculcates both mdt vtdual and
corporate responsibility.
Corporations Can Suffer from Punishment
Cressey's critique here is that "crim inologi sts rather routinel y.
unthinkingl y and erroneously assert that corporations have the
psychological capacity to be guilty of crime and to sutTer from
punishment" (1988:34). It is true that corporations have "no soul
to damn, no body to kick. " But contemporary social constructions
of individ ual puni shme nt do not generall y invol ve the in fliction of
pain by causing bodies to bleed , nor do they in volve the damning
of soul s. Rather they tend to involve the identification of individual
goals-wealth , security, freedom-and the infliction of puni shments that frustrate those goals. For example, the judge assumes
that the defendant shares the goal of wealth accumulat ion when she
imposes a fine; she assumes freedom to be desired when she
imposes a sentence of imprisonment. From time to time these
assumptions will be misplaced . First. there will be in dividuals who
do not care for money or freedom. Second, and more fundamentally, doubt can be cast on the idea that human behavior is all about
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the pursu it of goals or interests. Equa ll y, it can be about sustai ning
an identit y or nu rt uring a se lf-concept as. say, a Christian or a
lawyer . even when sustaining that iden ti ty is not in the interests of
the actor.
Individual behavior can be unde rstood in useful hut limited ways
both as a process of displaying and sustai ning an identity '!Bowles
and Gintis, IYS6) and as the pursuit of goals o r interests. Equally.
we would contend . corporate behavio r can be usefull y constructed
both as a display of identit y and the pursuit of goals . If ind ividual
and corporate co nduct share in common at least some degree of
goal-directedness. then it is just as sensible to see k to pu nish
corporations by in terfering with the ir goal attainment as it is to do
so with indi viduals. Partial account of corporate action though it is.
there is rea!>on to believe that corpora te crime be tter fits the model
of ration al goal seeking than doe~ indi vidual c rime (Braithwait e and
Geis . 19~Q).
If corporate behav ior is partl y about the attai nment of coll ective
goa ls. punishment of indi viduals alone is bound to fail as a Cl>nt rol
strategy. We must seek as wel l a capacity to interfere directl y with
those col lective goals. This is so because if corporations rationally
pursue goal::. . indiv idu als who are deterred from following those
goals on behalf of the corporation wi ll be replaced by indi vid ual s
who will pursue the corpo rate goal s. Adherence to the individualist
fallac y of d ivision will have di sast ro us pract ical consequences for
enforcement policy .
Let us try to make the point more clearly by comparing collective
deterrence in th e domain of foreign policy. Following Cressey, we
cou ld adopt the view that indiv idual s, not nations. decide to go to
war. In stead of threatening nuclear or co mmercial retaliation
aga inst a nation should it invade anothe r. we could threaten to find
out who the political actors were that lobbied fo r the invasion and
to send assassi na tion squads after them. This pol icy opt ion is not
usually recommended . largely because of an enduring belief in the
capacity of groups to replace slain leaders . If collective deterrence
is a fiction. it is a fiction on whic h strategic ana lysts in the United
States and the Soviet Union have based the futu re of the world
(Sche ll ing. 1960; Kenny. 1985).
It is quite possible to deter by damaging collective interests eve n
When ind iv idual members of an organizat ion a re not personally
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earlier study of seventeen adverse publicity crises
large organizations, we concluded that adverse
llrr·ounding allegations of corporate crime was an effecbut not mainly because of fear of the financial
of the publicity (Fisse and Braithwaite, 19831. Coma good reputation for its own sake. just as do univerclubs. and government agencies. Individuals who
of power within such organizations, even if they
;li,•idluals do not personally feel any deterrent effects of censure
their organization, may find that they confront role
"'''v''·' to protect and enhance the repute of the organization.
exam1pl<:. an academic might be indifferent to the reputati'"' ,,f
, indeed she might do more to snipe at the incompetof the administration than to defend it publicly. But, if ap~1;~>Qilated as dean of a faculty. she confronts new role expectations
she will protect the university's reputation. She may do this
iligently, not because of the views she brought to the job as an
individual member of the university community. but because she
knows what the position requires. and she wants to be good at her
task. Thus. in organizations where individuals are stung very little
by collective deterrents, deterrence can still work if those in power
are paid good salaries on the understanding that they will do what

is necessary to preserve the reputation of the organization or to
protect it from whatever other kind of collective adversity is threatened.
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Corporations can learn, so there is the possibility of learning theory
applying to both collectivities and individuals.
Just as individuals can participate in and be influenced by a
subculture. so can corporations. Cressey's ( 1976) contribution on
criminogenic corporate subcultures of restraint of trade. and the
similarities of these to neighborhood subcultures of delinquency. is
perhaps the most outstanding contribution to this lilerature. Corporate offending patterns, like individual offending patterns. may
be accounted for by the configurations of legitimate and illegitimate
opportunities that actors confront. Rational-choice. learning. subcultural. and opportunity theories doubtless do not exhaust the
possibilities for theories that may apply to criminal action by both
individual and collective entities. Equally, there are many theories
of individual offending that it is difficult to see ever being usefully
applied to corporations-such as biological theories of the relation
between intelligence. impulsiveness. or race and crime.

The fundamental point is that it is impossible, in advance of a
theory being developed and put to the test. to rule out any level of
generality in theory application. Braithwaite. in chapter X of this
volume, argues just this. As suggested there. before Darwin. the
idea that tht: ~ame theory could account for the origins ofhoth man
and amoebas v.:as implausible. Criminology will not progress as a
\Ciencc ir ih practitioners suffer stultified creativity at the hands of

an orthodoxy• that theories of a certain scope arc. to
\".'on.L .. impo:-.sihle."

Lbl!

Cressey's

Conclusion
The Same Theory Can Be Applied to Individual and Corporate
Criminals

Cressey has done a service in his last published \\ork. Sociologists are especially prone to the folly of treating nonactors as actors,

Cressey's ultimate concern is that the "blurring of the distinction
between corporate crimes committed by persons and corporate
cnmes committed by organizations asks theoreticians to use one
causal theory to explain both, an impossible task" ( 1988:40). This
task is not impossible. though it does require negotiating a mine
field of difficulties. In the laS1 section, we concluded that models
that conceive that crime is understandable in terms of rational
pursuit of goals can have partial validity for both individual and
corporate actors. Thus, there is a prospect of rational-choice models accounting for some variance with both types of criminal actors.

as is evident from the sweeping flourishes often made about "the
ruling class deciding," when no decision-making structures can be
identified within an entity called the ruling class. Cressey's article
puts all on guard against such all-too-common Type I errors. Our
hope is that it will not also cause criminologists to perpetrate a host
of Type II ermrs. discarding the reality of collective criminal action
in favor of an inferior methodological individualism.
We wish to thank Gilbert Gcis. Susan ShaPiro. and Diane Vaughan for
comment~

on earlier version~ of this paper.
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